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Agent orange lyrics cage

Cage's lyrics Agent Orange [intro:] Me, Alex.. And three of my guys were supposed to meet at Korova Milk Bar sold milk plus drain chrome, or simmesc, because it couldn't afford a liquor license. Die for all, right?! Got it! [Verse 1: Cage] I'm against a machine like anger. say, I hate cages! after, I washed my hands off, dirty with a smile, then committed the first two like a happy
disturbed dog, and I'm an obvious oblivion, but it's my science has been wearing a bloody smile since the last corpse kid who your head like a row of corn put in by a blind giant, the policeman said. He did it! of course, the rawest through 9-1-4, 1-0-9-4-0 Beasts that swayed like Doc Morrow as you walked dead, I burned down your house like a talking head, got high as a, and
pulling off my brain dissection could mentally break you with invention, Sick intentions are lost on most MCs lost in my sentence, so back in the direction, left off my lips like Hickey Leake Smoke, I'm ready to kill a rookie killer like Tootsy Cam and witness what your missed. The dilemma is like sitting on a shuttle, Venus without a shuttle, pulling away some agent orange perception, I
don't manage to fix, I sniff the leaking smoke left by the anonymous beat that dies when I come around the embermine and get a yaw butt shot into the cluster. I got on you, divorced your head and neck, and the scalp it ripped all your flesh and made costumes [wounded hooks:] people said his brain was infected with demons [Verse 2: Cage] I survived an abortion. In a canister-
shaped coffin I snatched your cream like a till, a link, a till stolen from garbage stolen from garbage that was thrown away by instinct, flying a shotgun strolling through the sky and twisting a leak with my peep from an E.T. eye-chinking psychiatric unit, ran up in your crib and mom back, added cream and head. Let me walk to know the devil crew in my head in a hurry ready to bust
any trick to tell a smooth story., death in my pocket for curiosity Your execution sees the 12 faces of Jesus on your jury and this orange agent, wasting catches you in the alley on your own and dares to leave your head open, Some of the stresses of my life give MC brain surgery with a butterfly knife Ya Ma Dukes just cherry for every who tries to spit in your creek behind yaTop
spending G on the quack I catch quick lock, Bagin caught psychological contamination running, whatever sanitation remained in the facility, and they stuck me with a solazin solution to shoot in the sky looking for gory retaliation, and I almost clearly started bagin like an insect, and Mc Corpse Slim Circle A horror show of infrared boots that put larvae on your ear agent orange
orange stomping on the body part is planted on your chest there for a nap in the dirt, just as clockwork takes off your ghost while your brain takes off the shoya [scratch hook] lighter: C. Parco Agent Orange Cage (dialogue below is the movie Clockwork is interpreted by the cage from Orange) * Alex whispered in the background.... And three of my men were supposed to meet at
Koroba Milk Bar sold milk plus drain chrome, or simmesc, because it couldn't afford a booze license. Die for all, right?! Got it!! [Verse 1: Cage] I am against a machine like anger. b** Chess said, I hate the cage! after the, I washed my hands and smeared with a smile, I was disturbed like a dog through the first two b** chess and I'm an obvious oblivion, but it raised your head like a
line of corn put in by my science f**k blind giant and told the cops He did it! of course! The rawest through 9-1-4, 1-0-9-4-0 The beast you rocked like a spiderlow because you're dead, I burned down your house like a f**kin talking head, got as high as a f**k, and my brain resection [HA!] Mentally [HA!] Cause infection [HA!] Cause of [HA!] The infection was the most lost of my MCs,
its headed and left from the lips like Hickey Leak Smoke, I killed a rookie killer like Tootsy Cam and was ready to witness what your sh*t missed. The dilemma is like sitting on a dilemma, Venus without a shuttle, trying no trees, pulling away some agent orange perception, I smell the leaky smoke left by the anonymous beats that came back to life, die, I come around this and I play
with custard arrows when I get a yaw ass shot by a cluster. I wrote to ya, divorced your head and neck, ripped all your flesh to the scalp it, made costumes [chorus: * cut and hurt by DJ] people said his brain was infected with demons (3X) people infected, infected with demons, said his brain was infectedThe Devil (3X) [Verse 2: Cage] I survived an abortion. With that canister-
shaped coffin till still stolen from stolen rubbish (that b**ch), I snatch your cream like a link a sky-blowing shotgun, seeing my twisting leak in my peep from the Makin E.T. eye psychiatry, running up in a ya crib, f**k ya mama lost in dust, in addition to cream and head. Know the devil crew in my head ready to bust tricks to tell a hastily smooth story and walk me. Some of the
stresses of my life are giving MC brain surgery with a butterfly knife For all the who try to spit your b**chique behind you Ya Ma Dukes is just a cherry on the quack trying to fix my watch I caught a quick lock, bagin in the facility catches the psychological contamination of the execution, no matter what nausea remains, and They stick to me with solazin solution schutin looking at the
sky for gory retaliation, and I can almost clearly see that I start bagin like an insect and put the larvae with ya-ear agent orange stonpin on the body part of the MC corpse slim circle call murder scene abstract art infrared boots and horror show, Because it is planted on your chest there to put it for a nap in the dirt, split your sweet prayers, just while taquinhoya in your brain [chorus]
(dialogue under interpreted by cages from the movie Clockwork Orange), so that the young debotchka still enforces syringes and dope tracks, as clockwork undresses your ghosts. Feeling alive as more collapsed me for in-out nesslo, the locals came to a place called home and did a little of the old one, took a break and went in and I could feel drain chrome and led me to a show
trying to walk me. I'm up twice. Shriver den Ersten Komal! (The dialogue below interpreted by Cage from the movie Clockwork Orange) * Whispered in the background: Smoke dust, cops shoot giving automatic to your friends on the block * I, Alex. And three of my men were supposed to meet at Koroba Milk Bar sold milk plus drain chrome, or simmesc, because it couldn't afford a
booze license. Death for all, right?! Got it!! [Verse 1: Cage] I am against a machine like anger. are like, I hate you cages! after, I washed my hands and smeared with laughter, I was disturbed the first two like dogs and I'm an obvious oblivion, but it hasn't been with it since the last corpse had a child, my science your head like a row of corn put in by a blind giantBlood stained, he
told the policeman, He did it! of course, the most raw through 9-1-4, a beast that shook like a beer pouring 1-0-9-4-0 like a beer pouring like you're dead, I burned down your house like a talking head, got high like a, diseed of my brain [Ha!] Away mentally [Ha!] Causing infection [Ha!], its beyond and back, coming and being left off my lips like hickey leak smoke, I was ready to
witness what they missed, killing the rookie killer with your block tack on dicks like Tootsy Cam. The dilemma is like sitting on a dilemma, Venus without a shuttle, trying no trees, pulling away some agent orange perception, I smell the leaky smoke left by the anonymous beats that came back to life, die, I come around this and I play with custard arrows when I get a yaw ass shot by
a cluster. I wrote to ya, divorced your head and neck, ripped all the flesh to the scalp it, made costumes [chorus: * cut and dj* hurt ] people said his brain was infected with demons (3X) and people infected with demons said his brain was infected with demons (3X) [Verse 2: Cage] I survived the abortion. Stolen that from the stolen garbage in that canister-shaped coffin till, robbed
of a shotgun blowing empty with your cream like a link, saw my twisted leak with a peek from the Makin E.T. Eistinck Psychiatry, ran up in Ya Crib, turned ya mama back, in addition to cream and head. Know the devil crew in my head forcing me to walk rush ready to bust any trick to tell a smooth story., death in my pocket for curiosity Seeing Jesus' 12 faces in your jury, orange
agent, wasting catch you in the alley on your own and dare to leave your head empty and Some of the stresses of my life are the horse Dukes giving mc brain surgery with a butterfly knife, I'm just a cherry on top of spendine G on a quack trying to fix my watch catching a quick lock, bagin in the facility caught the psychological pollution of running, no matter what serenity was left,
they stuck to me with soladine solution schutin looking at the sky for gory retaliation and I can almost clearly see that I start bagin like an insect and put the larvae with ya ear agent Orangeston pin on the mc corpse slim circle body part call murder because the horror show in abstract art infrared boots is planted in the chest there for misunderstanding Undress your ghosts like
clockwork to split your sweet prayers Take off your ghostsSquirting [chorus] (the dialogue below interpreted by Cage from the movie Clockwork Orange) still feels alive as a young debotchka collapsed, but I'm still ready to force syringes and dope trucks on the locals. lead me to a hollow show, trying to walk. I've been up twice.
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